PROGRAM

Stars                Jeffrey Parola (b. 1979)
Blizzard             Krista Abrahamson (b. 1987)
                    Richard Carrick, conductor
Snow                 Charlie Gurke (b. 1980)
The Star Sirius       Jamie Keesecker (b. 1981)
                    Jessica Schroeder, piano
                    Kathryn Longo, conductor
A Song of Hope        Colin Mawby (b. 1936)
                    Webb Parker, conductor

* * *

SOSPIRO NEW MUSIC VOCAL ENSEMBLE

Soprano
Leah Allen
Gina Aramburu
Meagan Joy Prince
Katherine Allen
Chelsea Lofton
Emily Schiola
Katie Landis
Jessica Headrick

Tenor
Hau-Wei Chang
Vincent Centeno
Webb Parker
Jeffrey Parola
Christopher Prosser
Scott Wagnon
Ben Delmar

Alto
Krista Abrahamson
Kate Killops
Kate Longo
Erin Trostel
Becca Loewen
Courtney Ramirez
Breanne Remington
Hannah Cone
Laura Castleman
Kelsey Taylor

Bass/Baritone
Damien Bradley
Noah Brenner
Matt Carey
Richard Carrick
Charles Coughlin
Charlie Gurke
Aaron Manela
Ryan Truitt
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